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Figure 1. We decompose an image (a) into three components: (b) albedo, (c) coarse-scale shading, and (d) shading detail. The albedo and

coarse-scale shading represent surface color and directional lighting effect. The shading detail image captures fine-scale surface geometry,

or material property.

Abstract

Geometric detail is a universal phenomenon in real
world objects. It is an important component in object
modeling, but not accounted for in current intrinsic image
works. In this work, we explore using a non-parametric
method to separate geometric detail from intrinsic image
components. We further decompose an image as albedo ∗
(coarse-scale shading + shading detail). Our decomposi-
tion offers quantitative improvement in albedo recovery and
material classification.Our method also enables interesting
image editing activities, including bump removal, geometric
detail smoothing/enhancement and material transfer.

1. Introduction
It is usual to decompose the brightness I(x, y) of an

image pixel into its albedo (the percentage of that light

reflected to the camera, A(x, y)), and its irradiance (the

amount of light collected by the surface viewed by the pixel,

S(x, y), sometimes called shading). Assuming a calibrated

sensor we have:

I(x, y) = A(x, y)S(x, y).

These two components are sometimes known as intrinsic
images, after [2].

However, this decomposition fails to model geometric
detail properly. Geometric detail refers to fast changing pat-

terns of surface geometry. These are important real world

phenomena, strongly associated with particular materials.

Examples include wrinkles on a crusted paper, grooves on

skin, and cracks on a trunk. Geometric detail occurs nearly

universally on real world objects, and is an important com-

ponent of object modelling. Geometric detail does not fit

naturally into an albedo-irradiance decomposition, because

it can generate large, localized gradients (like albedo) but

is essentially a shading effect. Because geometric detail

has a drastically different local spatial pattern than albedo

or shading, we use a non-parametric patch-based model

learned from albedo to remove geometric detail error in

albedo; similarly for separating geometric detail in shad-

ing. Experimental results show the non-parametric method

is very effective. We call it patch-based filtering.

Based on the patch-based filtering, we decompose irradi-

ance into coarse-scale shading and shading detail. Coarse-

scale shading is a relatively smooth signal which represents

the average irradiance over a patch of surface. Shading de-

tail is a fine scale detail, emphasizing effects caused by local

surface geometry like bumps and grooves. Figure 1 shows

our decomposition; notice that the shading detail represents

geometric effects like the creases and fibers in the paper,
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whereas the shading represents the irradiance at a longer

spatial scale. Dropping pixel coordinates, we have

I = A(Sc + Sd) (1)

where A is albedo, Sc is coarse-scale shading, and Sd is

shading detail. We achieve the decomposition using a novel

strategy that combines conventional intrinsic image meth-

ods with a reestimation step using our patch-based filtering.

Contributions: (1) We propose an effective method of

separating geometric detail from image. (2) Our decom-

position is novel. We demonstrate a number of applications

from them. By applying the patch-based filter to images, we

effectively remove geometric details such as bumps (sec-

tion 3.1). Our decomposition results in improved albedo

estimation because it does not force the albedo signal to ac-

count for all fast local effects (section 3.2). The shading

detail image permits attractive image editing applications,

where the apparent material of an object in an image can

be smoothed, enhanced or transferred (section 3.3). Finally,

the shading detail signal is a powerful cue to material iden-

tity, as we demonstrate in classification experiments (sec-

tion 3.4).

1.1. Related work

Intrinsic image decomposition: Land’s influential

Retinex model assumes effective albedo displays sharp, lo-

calized changes (which result in large image gradients), and

that shading has small gradients [19]; important variants in-

clude [16, 3, 6]. Sharp shading changes occur at shadow

boundaries or normal discontinuities, but using chromatic-

ity [13] or multiple images under different lighting condi-

tions [30] yields improved estimates. Discriminative meth-

ods to classify edges into albedo or shading help [27]; chro-

maticity cues can contribute [10], as can user input [5]. Tap-

pen et al. regress local intrinsic image patches against the

image, exploiting the constraint that patches join up [26].

When more than one image is available, recent methods can

recover quite complex surface properties [12].

Patch-based image de-noising methods use a dictio-

nary of “typical” image patches to recover a noise-free im-

age from given data (for example, [7, 17, 9]; a compre-

hensive comparison is in [32]). Discriminative dictionary
methods build a dictionary that is explicitly discriminative,

typically focussed on texture discrimination [22, 23]. Our

patch-based filtering resembles the patch-based de-noising

work but our motivation is to learn a discriminative dictio-

nary to separate signals with structured spatial pattern in-

stead of noise.

Image-based editing: White and Forsyth [31] show

that, for screenprinted surfaces, one can separate shading

and albedo sufficiently accurately to composite the shading

together with a new albedo map. Khan et al. [18] show

how to simulate changes in the apparent material given

an approximate normal field. In our work, the separa-

tion of shading into coarse-scale shading and shading de-

tail provides well-behaved editing primitives: The coarse-

scale shading captures gross shading; and the detail shading

carries only fine-scale material details. We exploit the im-

age analogy technique [15] to synthesize and transfer shad-

ing details from one object to another. Transferring de-

tail from one image to another produces visually realistic

results, even though local shading inconsistencies are in-

evitable; but as [24] shows, human observers are unable to

spot inconsistency in fine-scale shading, as long as gross

shading is correct.

Material recognition is an established topic, with few

strong results. There is a clear distinction between material

and texture (eg [21], Figs 2 and 3), although texture methods

apply generally. The CURET database [8] consists of a set

of views of 61 material surfaces under differing illumination

conditions. Varma and Zisserman show very strong results

on this and other datasets, using nearest neighbor methods

applied to a patch based representation [29]. Liu et al. offer

a demanding dataset of material images, and show that the

methods of Varma and Zisserman are not particularly strong

at discriminating between these images [21]. However, Liu

et al.’s dataset aggressively mixes spatial scales (50 pure

material, 50 object scale images per category), and covers

a relatively small range of materials. This suggests a need

for dataset more demanding than CURET, but less broad in

scope than Liu et al.’s, and we offer one in section 3.4.

1.2. Outline

Our patch-based filter is the base of this work. It allows

us to remove geometric detail from albedo, shading or im-

age, and extract the shading detail image. The operations on

shading and albedo lead to our new image decomposition.

Our strategy to decompose an image is as follows. First,

we use the state-of-the-art decomposition method of [1], or

a variant of it (section 3.4), to obtain preliminary estimates

of albedo and irradiance. This approach uses explicit rep-

resentations of a prior on albedo, together with a prior on

irradiance (as represented by illumination and geometry) to

produce an initial albedo field Â and an initial irradiance

field Ŝ. However, as noted above, the preliminary albedo

field tends to contain small signals caused by local geomet-

ric bumps. We correct Â using our patch-based filter (sec-

tion 2); the result is the albedo field A. Furthermore, we

compute the shading field Sc from the irradiance field using

a similar filter learned from shading (again, section 2). Fi-

nally, we compute the shading detail field by Sd = Ŝ − Sc,

(Fig. 2). Note there is missing shading details in the albedo

correction step. Recovering it for Sd requires division by

A (as Equation 1 suggests), which causes artifact around

albedo edges. So we extract an approximated Sd only from

the shading field instead.
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2. Patch-based filtering

Assume we have obtained a preliminary albedo field Â
from existing methods. We wish to polish it. Typical errors

in albedo fields from modern methods look like the shad-

ing on local geometric detail; this appears in albedo maps

because shading priors strongly discourage large gradients.

We can cope with these errors, caused by the relatively weak

parametric representation of the prior, by a non-parametric

model. We expect that the exact albedo fields are properly

described using a patch dictionary. Typical albedo patches

will have large constant domains, while geometric detail

has a wildly different spatial pattern (see an illustration in

Fig. 3). So the error of geometric detail in albedo estimates

will be poorly encoded by an albedo dictionary.

We apply a standard method ([20]), described for ref-

erence here. We represent Â as a collection of patches

X ∈ Rk×m (each column is a sample patch). Write P (Â)
for the mapping that takes Â to X . We assume we have a

dictionary B ∈ Rk×n, learned using the procedure below.

We now choose S to minimize

min
S

||P (Â)−BS||2F + λ||S||1 (2)

where S ∈ Rn×m are the patch coefficients. We then recon-

struct by identifying A such that P (A) = BS. In practice,

this is straightforward. Each patch is placed over its location

in the image, covering multiple pixels. Each pixel may be

covered by many patches, and so there are many predicted

values. At each pixel, A takes the median of all candidate

values from the over-sampled patches. This helps to avoid

oversmoothing.

Learning: We use a standard procedure with L1 regu-

larization. Given sample patches X ∈ Rk×m from a set of

training examples, we want to learn a dictionary B ∈ Rk×n

that minimizes:

min
B

||X −BS||2F + λ||S||1

subject to ∀j = 1, ...n,

k∑

i=1

B2
i,j ≤ c

(3)

where S ∈ Rn×m are the coefficient matrix. We use the

fast sparse coding solver from Lee et al. [20]. It itera-

tively solves for the coefficient matrix S uses the feature-

sign search algorithm, and optimizes the basis B using the

Lagrangian dual.

We apply the same method to learn the albedo and shad-

ing dictionaries using the (clean) ground truth albedo and

shading images of the MIT intrinsic image dataset [14],

respectively. Figure 3 also shows exemplar entries of a

learned geometric detail dictionary, for which we use a set

of typical bump images collected online.

Ŝ Sc Sd

Figure 2. Decomposing initial shading Ŝ (Left) into coarse-scale

shading Sc (Middle) and shading detail image Sd (Right).

Figure 3. Visualization of patches learned from albedo (left), shad-

ing (center) and geometric bumps maps. Notice how they dif-

fer from each other: albedo patches have large pieces of constant

value with sharp boundaries; shading patches have smooth inten-

sity change; and the geometric detail patches have more complex

fast changing patterns.

3. Applications
We show four applications of our decomposition: geo-

metric detail removal, albedo estimation, material editing,
and material recognition.

3.1. Geometric detail removal

Geometric detail in images can operate as a form of noise

that impedes matching and tracking. For example, geomet-

ric detail on clothing can create real difficulty scoring the

match between image regions in a tracker (e.g. Fig. 11.6

of [11]). It is beneficial to be able to remove geometric de-

tail from images. We do so by applying our patch-based

filter directly on images. We learn patch bases from im-

ages that do not contain geometric details and use them to

reconstruct images. The output image is a geometry-detail

free image, while albedo and shading are well preserved.

Figure 4 shows a few examples of our geometric detail re-

moval operation. We use dictionary size = 500, patch size =

12×12.

Edge preservation The over-sampling step in reconstruc-

tion tends to create an image with blurred edges even when

the median of sampled values is taken. This is because

channels with small values near an edge tend to have large

reconstruction error. We fix this problem with a color chan-
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Figure 4. Geometric detail removal on MIT intrinsic image dataset. Top row: images with geometric detail; Bottom row: detail removal

results. The first three columns are on original examples in the MIT intrinsic images dataset. In the last two examples, we add external

bumps to the image by bump mapping and re-render on a recovered shape using a physically-based renderer. Local views of column 1,

2 and 3 are displayed with scaled intensity for better viewing. Notice how effectively the various types of geometric detail are removed,

while the shading and albedo edges are preserved.

nel correction: for every pixel in the reconstructed image,

we consult the corresponding pixel in the source image,

compute the ratios of the two smaller color channels to the

larger and adjust the channels in the output image so the

color ratio is preserved.

3.2. Albedo estimation

Geometric detail causes problems for albedo estimation

algorithms. Barron and Malik show strong albedo recon-

struction results on the MIT intrinsic image dataset [1] for

two illumination conditions: laboratory illumination, and

“natural” illumination. Laboratory illumination involves

actual images of physical objects, but this case has relatively

few illumination fields. “Natural” illumination images are

obtained by reshading the ground truth shape with a richer

set of illumination fields. Table 1 of [1] shows an improve-

ment of near an order of magnitude in albedo recovery MSE

for “natural” illumination over laboratory illumination. We

hypothesize this occurs because “natural” illumination im-

ages tend to suppress the contribution of geometric detail,

because it is not preserved in the ground truth shape (esti-

mated from photometric stereo method); but geometric de-

tail appears in the laboratory images, and tends to appear in

their recovered albedo fields. We confirm this by apply-

ing their method to the original (laboratory illumination)

images, producing examples like Fig 5-a. Notice how the

albedo field contains high frequency shading terms caused

by geometric detail. These are relatively easily removed by

our patch-based filtering process (Fig 5-b).

We evaluate our refined albedo estimates on the MIT in-

trinsic image dataset quantitatively and show significant im-

provement. We compare our result (obtained by refining the

Barron and Malik albedo estimate with our patch-based fil-

tering) with two baseline methods: color Retinex [14] and

Figure 5. Our albedo refinement improves albedo estimates by

suppressing vestiges of albedo detail. (a): Albedo estimate from

Barron and Malik [1]; notice the geometry detail. (b): Our refined

albedo by our patch-based filtering; Notice the geometric detail is

suppressed.

Barron and Malik [1]. We split the MIT intrinsic image

dataset into two sets, learn the dictionary using the ground-

truth albedo of one set (10 images) for our filter, and use the

other set for evaluation. Table 1 shows the MSE of the four

results. Color channel correction is always applied to the

reconstruction outputs to preserve albedo edges. Dictionary

size is 500; patch size is 12×12.

Our albedo estimates have slight improvements over

Barron and Malik in MSE, but MSE is not an accurate met-

ric for albedo error. Small geometric detail signals, as in

Fig. 5-(a) generate small MSE values but cause undesirable

visual artifacts. Similarly, small contrast changes in the in-
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Method MSE

Retinex 0.0522

Tappen et al. 0.0379

Shen et al. 0.0458

Barron&Malik 0.0152

Ours 0.0146

Table 1. Albedo estimation error comparison on the MIT intrinsic

images dataset (Laboratory illumination). Numbers of Tappen et

al. and Shen et al. are excerpted from [1] (Table 1) for reference.

Figure 6. Edge-based albedo estimation error comparison. The

x-axis is the gradient threshold of edge pixels, i.e. pixels whose

gradient magnitude is great than the threshold are taken as edge

pixels.

ferred albedo may be insignificant in practice, but produce

large MSE values. One way to compare the results is to

compute the differences in gradient field for pixels with

“large” (greater than some threshold) gradients (edges).

Fig 6 shows the result for a range of thresholds. These re-

sults strongly suggest that our method and color retinex pre-

serve the location of gradients (though color retinex cannot

correctly estimate albedos–see the high MSE in table 1);

and that Barron and Malik produce small but significant er-

rors in the locations of large gradients, most likely due to

geometric detail as in Fig. 5.

3.3. Material editing

Human eyes are insensitive to fine-scale shading incon-

sistencies as long as long-scale directional shading is cor-

rect, according to [24]. This allows us to apply image-based

editing on the shading detail map (Equation 4) without cre-

ating noticeable visual artifacts. To perform image-based

detail editing we do not need to explicitly compute the sur-

face geometry and material; nor do we need to re-render

the object using a physically based renderer which is dif-

ficult and computationally expensive. The shading detail

map mostly represents the material property; by editing on

it we modify object material appearance while preserving

the original color and directional shading.

Detail smooth/enhancement is achieved simply by adding

a coefficient to the shading detail map Sd in the decompo-

sition and adjusting it:

I ′ = A(Sc + kSd) (4)

When k = 1, we get I ′ = I . When k = 0, we get a geo-

metric detail free image. When 0 < k < 1 we get a detail-

dampened version of the image. By increasing k from 1 we

get a detail-enhanced image. This yields a wide range of

image variants; see Fig. 7 for two examples. The editing

operation is extremely simple and fast. To demonstrate its

convenience, we developed an easy-to-use interface which

loads the three components of an image, and allows users

to adjust the scale of shading detail magnitude interactively

with a slider bar.

Material synthesis and transfer We can also apply the

shading detail image of one object to another by texture syn-

thesis. This results in transferring object material property

(Fig. 8). We use the image analogy technique by Hertzmann

et al. [15] to synthesize a detail image from a source detail.

Image analogy is an image synthesis technique that create

pairs of analogous images. Given an exemplar image, a fil-

tered version of the exemplar image, and an input image, it

synthesizes a “filtered” image of the input image that mim-

ics the “filtering” function in the exemplar image pair. In

our shading detail synthesis, we use the shading and shad-

ing detail image of the source object as the exemplar and

exemplar filtered image pair. We then supply the shading

of a target object. The synthesized image will inherit pat-

terns from the source shading detail image, yet adapt to the

local appearance of the target object’s shading. After we

obtained the synthesized shading detail, we use Equation 4

and adjust the weight k by our interface to reach a desired

material transfer effect.

3.4. Material recognition

The shading detail map is decoupled from image albedo

and directional shading, amplifying the fine structure of ob-

ject material. We demonstrate that it is a good representa-

tion for material discrimination.

We start by building a new material dataset. The Flickr

Material Database (FMD) of [25] is a good candidate to

start with. But it includes object scale material examples

(each class has 50/100 images at object scale) which incor-

porate object context but lose fine-scale material detail. Our

dataset consists of complex material images in local scale

“taken in the wild”. Furthermore, it has a rich categorical

structure. In particular, bark, fabric, construction materi-
als, and outer coat of animals make up the first level. Each

965965965967967



Smoothing Original image Detail enhancement Smoothing Original imageDetail enhancement

Figure 7. Geometric detail smoothing and sharpening. Notice how effectively we change the perception of surface geometry through

image-based editing using the shading detail.

Original image Material transfer Synthesized shading detail

Figure 8. Material transfer by shading detail synthesis and editing. Left: Original images; Middle: New images with transferred material

appearance. Right: Synthesized shading detail maps for composition (with detail source image in the corner). The detail images are

translated and normalized to 0-1 for display.
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Figure 9. Material image (column 1, 3) and the shading detail im-

age (column 2, 4) examples.

has subcategories, up to a 3-level hierarchy.

We use a variant of Barron and Malik [1] in shading es-

timation for the shading detail extraction. Barron and Ma-

lik [1] has a strong shading smoothness prior (parametrized

in shape and illumination) that pushes geometric shading

detail into albedo, which is lost in shading detail extraction.

Instead, we use a weaker shading prior:

fs(S) =
∑

i

(∇Si)
2 (5)

to replace their shape and illumination model. We also re-

move the absolute color term ga(R) in [1] (equation 6).

This works very well in practice. See Fig. 9 for examples of

the shading detail maps we get at the end of the pipeline.

We choose a standard classifier: bag of words model

on PHOW [4] features trained and tested on linear SVM

to highlight the quality of material representation from dif-

ferent sources: color image, the micro-texture image from

[21] (a bilateral filtered image detail), the bilateral filtered
shading detail, our shading detail, and the combination of

the color image and the detail images.

Results We test the performance on our material dataset and

FMD. Table 2 and Fig. 10 display the classification accu-

racy and confusion matrix. Combining image and detail

features results in significantly improved performance on

both datasets. Our shading detail, when combined with im-

age, outperforms the other two detail images. It also shows:

1. PHOW is a reasonable choice because it beats Varma

and Zisserman [28] on the FMD dataset. 2. The image is

more discriminative than detail images alone, confirming

that albedo is correlated to material. 3. Supplemental detail

images help in material classification, because they capture

complementary material information. 4. Our shading de-

tail performs better than other detail images in combina-

tion with the color image. This suggests our shading detail

best captures decoupled material features from the image.

Although the micro-texture (Bilateral filtered detail map)

from [21] has higher accuracy on its own, it provides lit-

tle gain in accuracy when combined with image features,

meaning that it carries mostly redundant material informa-

tion.

Figure 10. Classification confusion matrix on our 18-class material

dataset by image feature + our shading detail feature. The bars

on the left indicate the categorical similarity from coarse (C) to

medium (M) to fine (F). We also show two unexpected confusions

(Velour and Marble, Aran and Elm) which actually have visual

similarity.

Feature source FMD [25] Out dataset

image 0.240 0.389

micro-texture 0.245 0.296

sd bl 0.247 0.208

our sd 0.243 0.241

image + micro-texture 0.287 0.394

image + sd bl 0.272 0.407

image + our sd 0.299 0.435

Table 2. Material classification with different material representa-

tions (feature source). Micro-texture is the micro-texture image

from[21], “sd bl” is Ŝ − bilater(Ŝ), and sd is our shading de-

tail. Varma and Zisserman [28] have accuracy 0.238 on FMD. Liu

et al. [21] have accuracy 0.388 on FMD; but they use specialized

classifier with complex object-level features suited to the dataset.

4. Conclusions and Future work

In this paper, we separate geometric detail from intrinsic

image components by a non-parametric patch-based filter,

and propose a new image decomposition. Our method leads

to quantitative improvement in albedo recovery and mate-

rial discrimination. We also demonstrate interesting image

editing activities, i.e., material enhancement and transfer.
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We believe separating geometric detail from intrinsic image

components has high application potential, especially in the

direction of material representation.

While our two-step decomposition solution works well

in practice, a natural extension is to explore a unified so-

lution to the image decomposition problem of Equation 1.

Another possibility is to learn discriminative dictionaries

for albed-shading decomposition, or the separation of other

pairs of intrinsic images, e.g. diffuse shading and specular-

ity.
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